
OUR Perception CREATES 

OUR Reality 
 

To get a better understanding of reality and 
how it affects our lives, consider the 
following 

 Suppose the circle below represents all your potential knowledge, all that has been discovered, and 

all that is possible to  discover.  

One piece of this circle represents ‘What you know you know’, such as your name, your passion, 

where you live, etc.  

Another piece of the circle represents ‘What you know you don’t know’.  As an example, let’s 

imagine that you are a creative graphic designer who is struggling financially, however you know 

that you am not a mechanical engineer  working at NASA. These two pieces represent what you call  

the zone of reality (or your perception of reality).  

The rest of the circle is ‘What you don’t know you don’t know’ and is, at this time, outside of your 

perception (reality). While you may not be self-aware in this moment, you still have the potential to 

connect to limitless possibilities that you may not have considered. It’s about letting go our zone of 

‘what we know’ and diving into pure innovation and creation.  If you release your fear of the 

unknown, there is an unlimited amount of new areas to grow from. For example,  if you go back to 

imagining you are a creative graphic designer and with a little faith and exploration, you can tap into 

your creative side and become a creative film producer. You had the talent and now you are living 

the dream that once wasn’t possible because of your limiting beliefs about money and creativity!  

 

 

What you 
know you 

don't know. 

What you don't 
know you don't 

know.  

What you 
know you 

know. 



Your  Zone of choices: Stepping into the 
unknown  

The Larger Your Reality, the More Choices You Have in Life 

If you were to step out of your reality to, say, the green dot (i.e. do something you have never done 

before and do not have any idea how it will turn out. E.g. taking a new route home with no GPS), how 

might that feel? For example if you had never been to Russia and  found yourself instantaneously 

transported to a street corner in Moscow, How might you feel? Fearful, confused, apprehensive, 

anxious and so on? Or you may find your mind goes blank. Many people move back to something 

they know and perceive to be safe (their reality) and shut down any process of exploring new ideas 

about the world or about themselves. If you are to expand your reality and your potential in life, I 

believe it is necessary to explore ‘what you don’t know you don’t know’. 

A ‘Green Dot’ Moment 

When we discover new insights about ourselves or explore our beliefs and values, sometimes we 

find ourselves fearful, confused, apprehensive, anxious, etc. It is actually a great marker to let us 

know we are on the path of expanding our reality and growing with more choices in life! As you 

become more comfortable exploring who you are and trusting in yourselves, it is comforting to  say 

“I am having a green dot moment” or “Wow! I just had a green dot moment and learned something 

valuable about myself.  

 


